
JANNA BOYLES
EMT

janna.boyles@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Denver, CO
LinkedIn

EDUCATION
High school diploma
Denver East High School

2008 - 2012
Denver, CO

SKILLS
Multi-tasking
Organized
Critical Thinking
First Aid
Compassionate
BLS

LICENSES
Emergency Medical
Technician, CO
Red Cross BLS

WORK EXPERIENCE

EMT
Cranford EMS

2016 - current Denver, CO
Provided life-saving care for an average of 3 patients per shift.
Safely operated emergency vehicles while reducing time to
reach patients by 90 seconds or more.
Responded to an average of 6 calls per shift, becoming the
most highly used EMS crew in the Denver Area.
Attended 2 workshops per year, increasing medical
preparedness and the chance of full patient recovery by 17%.
Adhered to policies, regulations, and procedures while keeping
current on BLS, EMT, and background check certifications.

EMT
Luna Park EMS

2014 - 2016 Denver, CO
Streamlined colleague communication systems that saved 3
lives within the first month.
Reported suspicious activity and cordoned off crime scenes as
necessary, removing 50+ people from dangerous situations.
Maintained physical fitness, routinely lifting 100+ pounds.
Obtained training in Wilderness EMT, volunteered with SARS,
and retrieved/treated 7 people in wilderness environments.
Ensured 100% HIPPA compliance to protect patient privacy.
Retrieved patient data quickly and accurately, reducing the time
to physician care by 5%.

Server
Applebee's

2012 - 2014 Denver, CO
Coordinated with FOH and BOH staff, garnishing dishes, helping
the bar, and seating parties during peak hours, reducing staff
stress and turnover by 12%.
Assisted guests in finding dishes that met dietary restrictions,
and provided menu accommodations when necessary.
Mentored new staff on best customer service practices,
improving the average tip size by $3.
Outperformed sales goals by 4% by up-selling and cross-selling.
Delivered prompt service, tending to 5 tables an hour.
Maintained knowledge of 100+ menu items, including caloric
content, heat level, dietary restrictions, and dish preparation.

https://linkedin.com/

